
 
 TEAM SCORING  

EZMeet Management Program Version 3.1 (Revised 2/19/06) 
 

TEAM POINT SET UP 
The Scoring template you wish to use is assigned here for each event.  Not all events will be scored.   The 
templates need to be specific for finals or semifinals if points are assigned to more than compete in the finals. 

 
NOTE: Each event is added with the defaults for fees, Team Scoring and Timeline Day/Event Number as blank. 
 
To apply Scoring templates for team scoring, you will select the correct template BEFORE the event is run…or 
if you run the event and then realize you needed the scoring template, you can set it here, then go to MODIFY 
TEAM RESULTS posted…..and recalculate team points. 
 
TO CREATE SCORING TEMPLATES  
Go to EDIT Pull Down  “Scoring Templates” 

TEAM POINT SET UPS vary 
from meet to meet and should be 
created for the type of meet you 
are running.  
 
This EXAMPLE for a High 
School dual meet shows points 
assigned for each place.  If not 
correct for your meet, they can 
easily be modified in this form. 
 
 
  There are too many options here 
for all scoring templates to have 
been provided.  These are meant 
as examples of how to create 
templates.   



 
If team scoring is done, always confirm that the scoring in the database is set correctly for your meet. 
Create the Scoring templates in the database you will use to copy for each meet, then you will have them 
available in each database you use in the future. 
 
NOTE: 12 place scoring for HS is not the same as 12 place scoring NCAA or USD.  The specific points to be 
assigned are listed in the rulebook for each type of event. 
If the meet you are running requires specific point assignments for prelims/semifinals/& Finals…Be sure you 
have selected or created new templates as needed. 
EXAMPLE:  32 divers get points assigned as needed from different events: 
For final events where 1-8 divers receive final points, and 9-32 divers get 0 team points. 
For semi final events, divers 9-16 would get points and 1-8 and 17-32 get 0 points 
For prelims, divers 1-16 get 0 and 17-32 divers would get points as described in the rule book for that type of 
competition. 
 
USA Diving now has 1m events with 8 divers in the finals and 3m & Platform events with 12 in the finals. 
Selecting the correct scoring template will affect the overall scores assigned. 
 
New reports in Version 3.1 now allow you to print overall Team Point Summaries and individual event 
summaries to help confirm visually that the team points have been applied correctly. 
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